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The Extration of Linguisti Knowledge Using Fuzzy Logi andGeneralized Quanti�ersFull versionAnton��n Dvo�r�ak and Vil�em Nov�akUniversity of Ostrava,Institute for Researh and Appliations of Fuzzy Modeling,30. dubna 22, 701 03 Ostrava, Czeh RepubliE-mail: fantonin.dvorak, vilem.novakg�osu.zAbstratAn algorithm for the extration of linguisti knowledge from data reords is presented. Generalizedquanti�er \many" and weights for individual variables an be inluded in the statement of the query.General outline of fuzzy logi dedution is introdued. The behavior of the algorithm is illustratedon \diÆult order" example.Keywords: exible queries; fuzzy logi; generalized quanti�ers; IF-THEN rule.1 IntrodutionIn this paper we propose an appliation of fuzzy logi in broader sense[13℄ (FLb) to the extrationof linguisti knowledge. Our aim is to derive (with the help of an expert) IF-THEN rules desribingsome omplex property of data in a database, for example a \diÆult order." The desription of suh aproperty may ontain also generalized quanti�er \many". We use fuzzy logi dedution mehanism basedon  Lukasiewiz struture of truth values[3, 1, 5℄. This inferene mehanism is based on the formal theoryof fuzzy logi.Reently a lot of papers has been published on exible querying in the framework of relationaldatabases[2, 7, 8℄. Methods used there are apable of dealing with omplex queries suh as \diÆultorder" et. After stating suh a query, fuzzy querying system �nds items in the database whih meetriteria inluded in the notion \diÆult order," suh as short delivery time, high freight osts, low orderamount et.In the paper[4℄ we proposed an algorithm whih extrats linguisti desription (a set of IF-THENrules) desribing some omplex query (e.g. diÆult order, serious water pollution et.) from data.In our approah we extrat linguisti knowledge about orders from an existing database or frominoming data reords with the help of an expert who provides several general rules about the query inquestion. The set of IF-THEN rules obtained in suh a way will be alled the linguisti desription. Then,when numerial information about the new order o0 appears, it serves us as an input to the fuzzy logialinferene mehanism with linguisti desription Rgen. The result of it is the fuzzy set whih desribesthe \diÆulty" of o0. The most appropriate linguisti desription (e.g. more or less diÆult order) anbe then assigned to it by means of suitable linguisti expression proedure. However, there an our thesituation that no rule in linguisti desription is appropriate for the given input o0: In this situation weuse another, \basi" IF-THEN rule Rb given by the expert for the generation of a new rule Rnew, whihis then added to the linguisti desription, provided that it is not evaluated as superuous. Linguistidesription is in this way ontinually improved during its use.We believe that this approah has several advantages with respet to other well-known methods, e.g.neural networks. Namely, we obtain not only an algorithm whih an say something about diÆulty oforders, but also the linguisti desription whih summarizes expert knowledge about it and an be usedfor getting a better insight into what omplex queries (suh as \diÆult order") are.We propose to extend this algorithm by onsidering also queries ontaining quanti�ers (many, several,et.). The theory of generalized quanti�ers is presented in[10℄, see also[12, 11, 6℄. We sketh the theoryof generalized quanti�ers, apply it to the problem of linguisti knowledge extration and present someexamples and results. 2



2 Fuzzy logi dedutionTheoretial bakground of the method used in this paper is fuzzy logi in broader sense and, namelylogial dedution in the frame of it. This has been desribed, e.g. in[13℄, see also[5℄. Reall that theformal bakground is fuzzy logi in narrow sense with evaluated syntax and the set of truth values being Lukasiewiz MV-algebra L = h[0; 1℄;_;^;
;�; 0; 1i where 
;� are  Lukasiewiz operations of onjuntionand disjuntion giving then rise to the  Lukasiewiz impliation a ! b = :a� b = 1 ^ (1� a + b) for alla; b 2 [0; 1℄.We will, furthermore, deal with linguisti desription, whih is a setR := fR1;R2; : : : ;Rrg;where eah Ri; i = 1; 2; : : : ; r is an IF-THEN ruleRi := IF X1 IS A1i AND � � � AND Xn IS Ani THEN Y IS Bi; (1)where Aji, j = 1; : : : ; n, Bi are linguisti expressions taken from some previously de�ned set S. We willmostly on�ne ourselves to the so alled simple linguisti evaluating expressions, whih are expressionsof the form [hsigni℄[hlinguisti modi�eri℄hatomi termi: (2)Examples of the simple linguisti evaluating expressions are more or less medium, signi�antly small et.The meaning of rules (1) is formalized using the means of the mentioned fuzzy logi in narrow sense.Without going into details, we only mention that the ruial role is there played by the, so alled,evaluated formulas, whih are ouples aÆA where A is a formula and a 2 [0; 1℄ is its syntati evaluation.The formulas are onstruted in a usual way from the atomi ones using onnetives and, possibly,quanti�ers.Using evaluated formulas, fuzzy logi in broader sense makes possible to introdue the onepts ofintension, extension and possible world. This is neessary sine expressions of natural language an beunderstood as names of some properties | intensions, whih then lead to lasses of elements | extensionsbeing realization of the given property in some possible world. Let us note that only the latter are thefuzzy sets usually onsidered in the appliations of fuzzy logi.For our purpose, we will identify possible world with a struture D = hD;PD ; : : :i where D is a support(the universe) and PD are speial fuzzy relations assigned to the atomi formulas from the language.The linguisti modi�ers in (2) are of two basi kinds, namely those with narrowing (\extremely,signi�antly, very") and extending (\more or less, roughly, quite roughly, very roughly") e�et. Notethat narrowing modi�ers make the meaning of the whole expression more preise while widening ones dothe opposite. Thus, \very small" is more preise than \small", whih, on the other hand, is more preisethan \roughly small", et. A signi�ant role is also played by the sign, whih implies the neessity todistinguish between elements being, in some sense, negative from those being positive. We will usuallythink of negative and positive numbers in the ordinary meaning but in general, this may not always bethe ase (i.e. \negative" may simply mean elements \smaller than some point").Linguisti modi�ers indue a anonial ordering of the simple evaluating expressions (2) without signfrom narrower to wider ones as follows:extremely hatomi termisigni�antly hatomi termivery hatomi termihatomi termi (3)more or less hatomi termiroughly hatomi termiquite roughly hatomi termivery roughly hatomi termi3



The following is the anonial ordering of the signed simple evaluating expressions:\negative extremely big"\negative signi�antly big"...\negative extremely small"\negative roughly zero"\zero" (4)\positive roughly zero"\positive extremely small"...\positive extremely big"We also have to use spei� linguisti expression \unde�ned", whih onforms with everything, i.e.its extension are always all the elements from the given possible world. Its role will beome lear in thenext setion.The intension of the rules (1) an formally be written asRxyz := (Ax1;1i ^̂̂ � � � ^̂̂ Axn;ni)))) Cy;i: (5)This means that IF-THEN rules are interpreted as formal impliations. Logial dedution then leads tosimple formal proof of the form with one of the rules (1)(A0x1;1i ^̂̂ � � � ^̂̂ A0xn;ni); (Ax1;1i ^̂̂ � � � ^̂̂ Axn;ni) ))) Cz;i;C0z;i (6)Though this is a onise formal notation, let us only note that both (5) and (6) in fat mean manipulationwith (possibly in�nite) sets of evaluated formulas (for the details | see [13℄). By prime in (6) we denotesome modi�ation of the orresponding formulas. In our paper, this will usually be the intension of thespeial formula typial example (of the given linguisti expression), whih an formally be written as�1ÆAx[u0℄	 (7)for some term u0. Determination of u0, however, is out of logi.Let us remark that the mahinery outlined above enables us to formalize, besides other, the oneptof linguisti ontext. For example, the word \small", is used in various situations to denote ompletelydi�erent objets (f., e.g., \small man" and \small mountain"). Yet the general shape of the membershipfuntion is in both ases the same sine people understand the onept of being \small" equally. This anbe explained on the basis of the di�erene between intension and extension. Therefore, di�erent ontextsmean the interpretation of the same intension Ax in di�erent possible worlds D;D0; : : :. The resultare di�erent extensions, being fuzzy sets in various universes with analogous shape of the membershipfuntion. Let us stress that in our ase, the possible world is the given database.Important role plays the operation of �nding a suitable linguisti expression Suit. This will be onsid-ered as an operation de�ned for eah possible world D and assigning to an element d 2 D from its supportthe most suitable linguisti expression, i.e. an expression for the meaning of whih (more preisely, itsextension) the given element suits best. Formally, the operation Suit is a funtionSuit : D �! S(f.[5, 1℄). There are algorithms solving this problem in the software LFLC used for omputation of theresults presented in the \diÆult order" example.
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3 Generalized quanti�ersAs the approah to linguisti quanti�ers whih best �ts the problem of linguisti knowledge extration weregard the standpoint presented by P. H�ajek in [10℄, Chapter 8. (see also[11℄). We are mainly interestedin the generalized quanti�ers intended for use in fuzzy strutures (i.e. prediate symbols are interpretedby fuzzy relations). Moreover, we an restrit ourselves to �nite fuzzy models, where the arrier of thestruture is a �nite set.The prediate fuzzy logi in narrow sense mentioned in Setion 2 is extended by a symbol R , R A(x)dx,where A is unary prediate symbol, is to be read as \many x have the property A". The struture forinterpretation of fuzzy logi with quanti�er many is extended by a speial funtion � : D �! [0; 1℄assigning real numbers (\weights") to the elements of D suh that Pd2D �(d) = 1.The truth value of formula R B(x)dx in the struture (possible world) D is omputed byD(Z B(x)dx) = Xd2DD(Bx[d℄) �(d) (8)where Bx[d℄ is a losed instane of a formula B with losed term d, being a name of an element d 2 D, issubstituted for x (for details about syntax and semantis of fuzzy logi in narrow sense see[13℄, Chapter4.4 An algorithmThe database (i.e. the possible world) is supposed to be the setD = f(ui1; ui2 : : : ; uin)j i = 1; 2; : : : ;mg;of data reords, where uij ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n are values of attributes. The problem is to extrat (with thehelp of an expert) linguisti desription about omplex query (diÆult order, serious water pollution,et.) and to deide for the individual data reord (already present in database, or new one) whether andhow muh it �ts that query. The algorithm presented already in[4℄ is now modi�ed to allow also the useof quanti�er \many", whih allows us to work with more realisti queries of type \An order is a diÆultone if amount is small, disount is large, delivery time is short, freight ost is big and many of theseriteria are ful�lled". Moreover, we an also assign weights to individual riteria to stress or weaken theroles of them.Our algorithm onsists of the following steps:1. Providing the basi IF-THEN rule.First, the expert has to speify one IF-THEN rule, whih haraterize the query and an be takenas a de�nition of it.Rb := IF X1 IS Ab1 AND � � � AND Xn IS Abn THEN Y IS Bb;He/she also deides whether the query is quanti�ed. If it is not the ase, the algorithm is identialwith that presented in[4℄. He/she also assigns weights �(i), i = 1; : : : n, Pni=1 �(i) = 1.For \diÆult order" example the basi rule takes the formRb := IF amount IS small AND disount IS large ANDdelivery time IS small AND freight ost IS big (9)THEN diÆulty IS big :It means that diÆulty of order is haraterized by values of four anteedent variables, namelyamount, disount, delivery time and freight ost. Expert's de�nition of diÆult order is, aordingto (9), that order is diÆult if� the amount is small and 5



� the disount is large and� the delivery time is small and� the freight ost is big and� many of these riteria should be ful�lled.If the weights �(i) are not given expliitly, we de�ne �(i) = 1n for i = 1; : : : ; n.2. Providing general knowledge.Now the expert an provide several IF-THEN rules. These rules express some general onditionswhih expert asserts to be true. For example, in our \diÆult order" example, these an be asfollows: R1 := IF amount IS small THEN diÆulty IS big ;R2 := IF delivery time IS short AND freight ost IS bigTHEN diÆulty IS big :R3 := IF delivery time IS long THEN diÆulty IS small :Note that not all anteedent variables are used in R1 and R2. We label the linguisti desriptionwith these rules as Rgen = fR1;R2; : : : ;Rkg:3. Learning.The rules provided by the expert in Step 2 whih have inluded term undef (unde�ned) ould belearned more preisely, Also, it an frequently happen in Step 4 (below) that no rule an be appliedfor the given new or already present database reord o0. In these ases we an use rule Rb for thegeneration of a new rule, whih will be then added to the linguisti desription Rgen and will betherefore applied, when the same (or similar) input reord ours in the future.(a) To ahieve this, let us onsider a new data reord o0 = (u01; u02; : : : ; u0n). We introdue a newprediate symbol C whih will be interpreted by a membership degree of the attribute u0i inthe extension Ai of evaluating linguisti expressions Abi ourring in the anteedent of the ruleRb. Then we form the struture M0 = hM;CM0 ; �i;where M = f1; 2; : : : ; ng, CM0(i) = Aiu0i, and the funtion � was introdued in Step 1.Then we ompute the truth value of the formula R C(x)dx in the struture M0,q = nXi=1 CM0(i)�(i):Now we �nd suitable linguisti expression Suit(q) for it and form a new ruleRnew := IF X1 IS Suit(u01) AND X2 IS Suit(u02) AND: : : AND Xn IS Suit(u0n) THEN Y IS Suit(q)Intuitively, when the number q is big, then it indiates that the reords o0 �ts well the query,and vie versa.(b) After formation of the rule Rnew we at �rst hek whether it should be inserted into linguistidesription Rgen. It will not be inserted, if one of the following happens (f.[4℄):� Rnew is idential with a rule in Rgen.� Suedent ofRnew is idential with the suedent of some ruleRi fromRgen and anteedentof Rnew is narrower than that of Ri.� Anteedent of Rnew is idential with the anteedent of some rule Ri from Rgen and sue-dent of Rnew is wider than that of Ri.� Suedent of Rnew is zero. 6



4. Fuzzy logial dedution.After the learning step, we use fuzzy logial dedution with o0 as an observation and Rgen as thelinguisti desription.When the information about a new data reord beomes available, i.e. there is a tuple o0 =(u01; u02 : : : ; u0n) at our disposal, we perform one inferene step with the extrated linguisti desrip-tion Rgen. The result is the fuzzy set B0(o0) (see Setion 2). Then we an onstrut the mostappropriate evaluating expression to it by means of the operation Suit of �nding the most suitablelinguisti expression B0 = Suit(De�(B0(o0)));where De� : F(X) ! X is a defuzzi�ation operation on F(X) being the set of all fuzzy sets onX .5 ResultsIn this setion we present linguisti desriptions and other results omputed for our \diÆult order"example. We keep the same struture as in the previous Setion 4.1. The basi rule Rb was already presented and explained in the previous setion (formula (9)). Theweights �(i) were set as follows: �(1) = �(4) = 0:3, �(2) = �(3) = 0:2.2. The general linguisti desription Rgen delivered by the expert is depited, along with the rule Rb,in Table 1. Note the use of undef. The abbreviations assigned to simple linguisti evaluatingTable 1: The general linguisti desription RgenNo. Amount Disount Deliverytime Freightost Di�.oforder1 Sm Bi Sm Bi Bi2 Sm undef undef undef Bi3 undef undef Sm Bi Bi4 undef undef Bi undef Smexpressions an be found in Appendix. The seond IF-THEN rule says, roughly speaking, that ifthe amount of produt in question is small, the order is diÆult regardless of the other attributes.The third rule expresses the expert's opinion, that if delivery time is short freight osts are big, theorder is diÆult, again regardless with respet to other attributes. The fourth rule means that ifdelivery time is long, the order should not be regarded as diÆult.3. Table 2 ontains a sample of data reords used during the learning proess (we suppose all numerialvalues normalized to the real interval [0; 1℄, i.e. 0 denotes minimal and 1 maximal value of thevariable in question). New rules generated from these data (added to Rgen) are in Table 3. The�rst rule, for example, an be read as follows:If Amount is roughly small and Disount is big and Delivery time is Sm and Freight ostsare extremely big then the diÆulty of order is very big.All rules in Table 3 were heked wrt. 3b, Setion 4.4. If the learning step is �nished, the linguisti desription Rgen an be used for fuzzy logi dedution(Setion 2) whenever a new data reord o0 appears. Several prototypial data reords o0 andappropriate results are given in Table 4. The olumns \De�." and \Suit." ontain defuzzi�edvalues of B0(o0) and the most suitable linguisti terms for them, respetively. Note the use of oneof rules provided by expert in the third row. 7



Table 2: Data reords used for learningAmount Disount Delivery time Freight ost0.20 0.80 0.10 1.000.10 0.90 0.20 0.950.00 0.95 0.05 0.900.20 0.85 0.20 0.950.30 1.00 0.10 0.800.10 0.85 0.05 1.000.05 0.90 0.10 0.950.35 0.70 0.20 0.90Table 3: New rules generated from data in Table 2No. Amount Disount Delivery time Freightost Di�.oforder5 RoSm Bi Sm ExBi VeBi6 Sm VeBi RoSm SiBi SiBi7 Ze SiBi SiBi VeBi ExBi8 RoSm Bi RoSm SiBi Bi9 VRSm ExBi Sm Bi MLBi10 Sm Bi SiSm ExBi ExBi11 SiSm VeBi Sm SiBi ExBi12 MLMe RoBi RoSm VeBi QRBiAppendixNames and abbreviations of simple evaluating expressions (see Table 5).AknowledgmentThe researh of the �rst author was partially supported by the grant IGS 94-1062 of the University ofOstrava.
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Table 4: Data reords and results of fuzzy logi dedutionAmount Disount Deliverytime Freightost De�. Suit. Rule0.142 0.902 0.040 0.922 0.908 VeBi 60.304 0.900 0.202 0.780 0.481 VRBi 120.960 0.120 0.840 0.112 0.111 Sm 40.002 1.000 0.172 0.898 0.988 ExBi 11Table 5: Names and abbreviations of simple evaluating expressionsAbbreviation Full name Abbreviation Full nameSm small ML more or lessMe medium Ro roughlyBi big QR quite roughlyEx extremely VR very roughlySi signi�antly Ze zeroVe very undef unde�nedReferenes[1℄ B�elohl�avek, R., Nov�ak, V. (to appear) Learning Rule Base in Linguisti Expert Systems. Soft Com-puting.[2℄ Bos, P., Bukles, B. B., Petry, F. E., Pivert, O. (1999) Fuzzy Databases. In: Bezdek, J. C. et al.(Eds.): Fuzzy Sets in Approximate Reasoning and Information Systems. Kluwer, Boston, 403{468.[3℄ Dvo�r�ak, A. (2000) Preseletion of Rules in Fuzzy Logi Dedution. Int J of Unertainty, Fuzzinessand Knowledge-Based Systems 8:563{572.[4℄ Dvo�r�ak, A., Nov�ak, V. (2000) On the Extration of Linguisti Knowledge in Databases Using FuzzyLogi. In: H. L. Larsen et al. (Eds.): Flexible Query Answering Systems. Reent Advanes. PhysiaVerlag, Heidelberg, 445{454.[5℄ Dvo�r�ak A., Nov�ak V. (submitted) Fuzzy Logi Dedution with Crisp Observations. Soft Computing.[6℄ Fodor, J., Yager, R. R. (2000) Fuzzy set-theoreti operations and quanti�ers. In: Dubois, D., Prade,H. (Eds.): Fundamentals of Fuzzy Sets. The Handbook of Fuzzy Set Series Vol. 7. Kluwer, Boston.[7℄ Kaprzyk J., Zadro_zny, S., Zio lkowski, A. (1989) FQUERY III+: a 'human-onsistent' databasequerying system based on fuzzy logi with linguisti quanti�ers. Inf Systems 6:443-453.[8℄ Kaprzyk, J., Zadro_zny, S. (1996) A fuzzy querying interfae for a WWW-server-based relationalDBMS. In: Proeedings of 6th IPMU Conferene Granada, Vol. 1, 19-24[9℄ Kaprzyk, J., Zadro_zny, S. (1998) Data Mining via Linguisti Summaries of Data: An Interative Ap-proah. In: Methodologies for Coneption, Design and Appliation of Soft Computing. Proeedingsof Iizuka 1998, 668{671.[10℄ H�ajek, P. (1998) Metamathematis of Fuzzy Logi. Kluwer, Dordreht.[11℄ H�ajek, P. (2000) Many. In: Nov�ak, V., Per�lieva, I. (Eds.): Disovering the World with Fuzzy Logi.Physia-Verlag, Heidelberg, 302{309. 9



[12℄ Nov�ak, V. (2000) Antonyms and Linguisti Quanti�ers in Fuzzy Logi. Fuzzy Sets and Systems124:335{351.[13℄ Nov�ak, V., Per�lieva, I., Mo�ko�r, J. (1999) Mathematial Priniples of Fuzzy Logi. Kluwer, Dor-dreht.[14℄ Petry, F. V. (1996): Fuzzy Databases. Priniples and Appliations. Kluwer, Boston.
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